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From the Editor’s Desk
To our loyal readers,
The world just keeps on turning and there are times where I’d
swear, we were on Athas instead of Earth. I do hope each and
every one of you is doing well, holding your own, and managing
to do a bit better than just surviving. If that is all you’re
managing, however, then keep fighting that fight and you’ll come
through the other end eventually. I believe in you.
But enough about you, let’s talk about you.
I know you. You know you. We all love you.
In modern standard English you is a second person singular
object and subject, as well as a second person plural subject and
object.
Examples: You’re great! – Subject. The wizard tricked you. –
Object.
But this wasn’t always the case!
Picture yourself, a handsomely buxom courtier in the court of
King Æthelstan. You would have a completely different word
experience.
You was only used as the second person plural object. Not a
subject at all! Perhaps you are familiar with thou and ye? Or the
singular second person object, thee?
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? Oh wait, ignore that, I
accidentally jumped forward a millennium.
But let us jump forward a bit, to William the Conqueror, and one
of my favorite literary works, The Canterbury Tales. I’m not sorry
about it, the Wife of Bath is a character before her time. Anyway,
by this time you became interchangeable with ye (not to be
confused with the ever-popular yeet). Now right around this time
came the Norman conquest. And as one would expect, this is
when English began taking on a decidedly French tone, which
brings us officially to Middle English. Now the most important
note here is that the plural form came into use to address a
superior, and eventually an equal. A trait the Queen retains to
this day with her royal We.
By Shakespeare’s time thou was strictly used as an informal and
ye/you became formal for the second person singular subject,
ye/you was still the second person plural subject, you was the
second person object, leaving thee as the second person singular
object. Then as a means of being polite you began to be used to

address strangers, which is still common in Romance and
Germanic languages today.
Now, by the end of the 16th or 17th century thee, thou, and ye
simply faded away leaving only you, for all second person
subjects and objects, and it has persisted until today.
Hasn’t this been a fun little history lesson on the etymology of
you? Now you may be wondering why this is all relevant when
this has been settled for some 300 years. Words change and
words have meaning, and you changed as a sign of respect.
Another word keeps creeping up in the discourse, a word that
has various meanings and people argue about the correctness of
its use. I speak, of course, of they. Words change, meanings
change, but some have meanings that have always been, but
don’t take my word for it, trust the words of Emily Dickinson,
“Almost anyone under the circumstances would have doubted if
[the letter] were theirs, or indeed if they were themself.” They
has been in consistent use as a singular pronoun since the late
1300s; a development that mirrors the singular you from the
plural you, yet no one ever complains that singular you is
grammatically incorrect.
So be kind and respectful, tolerant, and accepting, and accept
that times and languages change, it is how they last – a rigid
language is doomed to die.
The Dirk lough, whan he hadde red al this;
"Now wodine," quod he, "so have I joye or blis,
This is a long preamble of Explosive Runes!"
Happy Gaming (and read some Chaucer)!
–wodine

Tavern Rumors
D
ue to Covid travel restrictions, the RPGX Easter Bunny was
not allowed to make rounds this spring. So instead, Ion2Atom
and a crew of imaginative helpers set up the First (Annual)
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Spring Scavenger Hunt. Instead of Bunny Clues scattered around
the board, RPGX members were challenged to form up a team,
and look around the site (and their homes) for Gaming Related
items, in a challenging scavenger hunt.

F
ifty-one challenges were given and 48 hours set on the timer.
And, a tight, tight battle was joined! But, only one team could
emerge victorious, and that team was Easter Aboleth Bawk
Bawk!

K
eep your eyes and ears open for next year's challenge, when
we will again set teams of scouts out and about the site, looking
for posters and pizza crumbs that resemble 20 sided dice, in the
2nd Annual RPGX Scavenger Hunt!

O
ver past drives, the RPG Crossing community has donated
over USD $9000 to the Brain & Behavior Research Foundation.
This year, we set out to beat last year's record fundraising

amount and raise over $3100 to support mental illness research,
"to bring the joy of living to those affected by mental illness –
those who are ill and their families and friends."
And we did it!
Thank you to everyone who
contributed to our successful
drive. We raised $3365 for the
Brain & Behavior Foundation!
Every year, we ask our
community to nominate the
finest, most exceptional games
on this site for inclusion in the
prestigious Hall of Fame. It's
that time again! What is the
Hall of Fame, you ask? Check
that out here, including a list of
all games inducted.

D
rum roll, please! We have
new games to add to the ranks of the Hall of Fame for 2021!
This year thirteen games were nominated for Hall of Fame status;
the first round of voting narrowed that list to six, and after a final
round of voting by our Community Supporters, now we have
three new games to induct into the Hall of Fame!
Descent into Avernus, a Dungeons & Dragons 5th edition game
DMed by DaysUntold
To the Callhill: the War of the Book, a Dungeons & Dragons 5th
edition game DMed by Bluejack
Tomb of Annihilation, a Dungeons & Dragons 5th edition game
DMed by jbear
Winning games will get moved into the Hall of Fame forum for
everyone to read. Hall of Fame GMs will shortly have a shiny new
badge showing up beside their name. And don't forget bragging
rights! Finally, it should be noted to the Hall of Fame GMs that for
the purposes of these games, you'll be treated as Community
Supporters. Any folders, with or without passwords, subfolders,
or anything else you would like, just ask and it shall be done. It's
a perk of having such a great game!
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Iron DM 2020

By Unko Talok
The first official Iron DM contest on the site was way back in
2007, making the 2020 competition the 14th. To much of the
site, the competitions aren’t a huge draw. While that’s just fine,
the long-running nature of the competition suggests that it’s got
a strong appeal to many! If you’re curious about the appeal, this
piece will help explain what Iron DM is and how it came to be, as
well as highlighting some really fun moments from the
competition.
What is Iron DM?
Iron DM is based on the reality TV show Iron Chef, where
contestants are given a set of ingredients and a limited amount
of time to make a meal that will most impress a panel of judges
– each themselves a professional chef. The time pressure and
unpredictability made for a very tense show about the creative
process of cooking.
Iron DM takes that theme and applies it to adventure creation.
The “ingredients” are plot elements, such as places, people,
objects, or concepts. Participants are given a different number of
ingredients in each round, and must write an adventure using
them. The time limit has varied over the years of the competition
– back in 2010, contestants received only 24 hours to complete
their entries from the time ingredients were revealed! But we, in
this softer age, now have a week to consider and write.
Beyond the ingredients and time pressure, Iron DM also puts a
restriction on word count (another more recent invention,
balancing out the longer time allowance). That makes adventurewriting especially difficult! You don’t get to include several
paragraphs of backstory. Only the truly essential plot information
is included if you want to get to the mechanics and story of your
adventure. Worse yet, participants are explicitly not allowed to
use images or links to outside resources!
The volunteer judges run the gamut from professionals in the
TTRPG industry to just friendly site volunteers, with a wide
palette of preferences. It’s even possible that some of them are
professional chefs, too.
Because of the restrictions on how the adventures are written,
it’s rare to see an Iron DM adventure that would be publishable

in its current form… though some wouldn’t need to change much!
I’m going to highlight some really neat things in this past year’s
competition. I won’t necessarily focus on the winning pieces in
each round – for that, you can check out the competition forum!
Highlights from 2020
The 2020 competition had a lot of extra fun to it. First, two really
worthwhile notes:
The grand finale was between two relative newbies, Thaco and
Spoonybard (who joined the site in 2017, but largely lurked until
recently). It can sometimes seem like the site competitions are
dominated by “big names”. It was really cool to see talented
newbies rise to the top!
The competition had a pretty incredible showing of different
systems. There’s a perception that Iron DM only showcases the
“traditional” D&D-esque systems. While those have a big
showing, that’s just market share! The breakdown was:
• D&D (various editions): 12 entries
• Unstated / System-agnostic: 4 entries
• Call of Cthulhu (and related): 2 entries
• Pathfinder: 2 entries
• Shadowrun: 2 entries
• Barbarians! The Musical: 1 entry
• Cryptomancer: 1 entry
• D20 Modern: 1 entry
• Fate: 1 entry
• Savage Worlds: 1 entry
• Scarlet Heroes: 1 entry
• SEACAT: 1 entry
• SIGMATA: 1 entry
• Starfinder: 1 entry
• The Witch is Dead: 1 entry
But what about specific entries? Below I’ve highlighted a few of
the entries that spoke to me. The other entries were awesome,
of course! In fact, I’m mostly highlighting entries that did not win
their respective rounds, just to show how great all the
participants were.
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If you like what you see, check out the 2020 forum, and maybe
consider competing in 2021.
Round 0
To determine which 16 participants will enter the competition,
there is a Round 0 into which any number of users can submit an
entry. This year, entrants had to describe an organization that
could be the centerpiece of an adventure, using only 500 words.
Afterwards, a blind vote is held. The 16 entrants with the most
votes get in. Some interesting organizations:
• HotsuSama’s The Onion Gang. I won’t lie – it didn’t sound all
that intimidating when I first read it. I thought it was a bit of a
joke entry (there was at least one of those). And while there
were some onion-related puns in it, the gang wound up being a
lot more intimidating than I expected, even if they were
designed as “small time”. Peeling is scary. Very creative setup.
• Nevynxxx’s First Pact Search and Recovery Fleet. Perhaps it’s
just because this was my first exposure to Starfinder’s
skittermanders, but I just loved the positivity of those little
fellas! The fact that the good deeds of so few were enough to
turn a hardened man also struck me.
• bubsmcp’s The Woodwrongs. From the opening poem, this one
had me rapt. I loved that it displayed such mundane evil; the
kind of thing that would mostly not draw the attention of an
adventuring party. A magical organization making dark pacts to
corner the mundane crafts market is something that will
definitely appear in a game I run.
Round 1
The first “real” round of Iron DM, participants are given 1500
words and four ingredients to craft an adventure. While there are
16 participants and eight will make it to the next round, there
are only four matches – in each match, the top two scores move
on. This gives some allowance to make mistakes and learn. It’s
often missed that Round 1 calls for a single encounter, not an
adventure, though that rarely results in a loss or disqualification.
Some of my favorites from the round:
• Auron3991’s Rise of a New Lord. A high-level Iron DM entry!
Often, high-level play requires many detailed statblocks, which
eats up word count. Auron pulled it off really well here, with

intimidating foes and an appropriately epic prize. What really
hurt him from the judges’ perspectives was the emphasis on a
straightforward combat encounter, rather than a bit more of a
story. There were also some minor complaints about formatting –
presentation is important, in cooking and in Iron DM!
• Atalla Wanderer’s The Falcon. Many were happy to see
Shadowrun make an appearance. Atalla learned this system and
world as they wrote this entry, which is an incredible feat. Heck,
learning Shadowrun 5e at all is an incredible feat. Atalla brought
a unique perspective, setting the adventure in central Asia
(rather than Seattle – apparently the only city in the SR
universe). However, the entry was hurt by the system a bit –
part of Shadowrun’s difficulty is just how much information one
must convey, both mechanically and in the world’s lore. It was a
meal just too jam-packed with variety and amount, on too small
a plate.
• HellsingsRaziel’s Battle of Kiyagawa Springs. Hellsings really
knocked it out of the park with this entry. Not only did they
correctly limit their entry to a single encounter, but it was written
with (respectfully-executed) far-eastern flavor. It gives sufficient
background information, player action in preparation is
meaningful, there are elements of randomness to the encounter,
and great long-term story impacts afterwards. It’s possibly my
favorite of the 16 entries for Round 1. Judges agreed, sending
Hellsings into Round 2. There were a few complaints about
presentation style, but judges were universally impressed with
the structure of the encounter and the use of ingredients.
Round 2
From here on out, it’s a single-elimination competition. This
round the players are given 2000 words to make an adventure,
with five ingredients. Any mistake could mean the end of their
Iron DM journey! Some of my favorites from the round:
• bubsmcp’s High School is Hell! bubsmcp takes a fun “heroes in
training” approach to a level 1 adventure. A D&D adventure set
in the world of Eberron, players are schoolchildren trying to deal
with nefarious teachers. The adventure has a lot of great horror
movie references for keen eyes. There were some fumbles on
ingredient usage and information layout. A bit more attention to
those areas could have sent bubs into the semi-finals!
• Thaco’s The Prince of Hounds. Thaco does an incredible job of
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setting up an adventure which slowly reveals its mystery to
players, with a priest who went too far to provide for his flock.
It’s got an appropriate number of encounters, and Thaco uses
Pathfinder’s open gaming license very effectively. Judges were
quite impressed with his entry broadly, with emphasis on
praising his use of ingredients.
Round 3
At this point, it’s only four contestants in two matches.
Participants must make an adventure using 2500 words and five
ingredients… as well as two bonus ingredients! These bonus
ingredients add a further dimension to the game. Using them
can net the participants some additional points. But using
additional ingredients means that you need to be creative with
their use, and it may cause the adventure to feel strained.
Sometimes, using that extra bit of spice can ruin the whole
meal! One of my favourites:
• Spoonybard’s Queen’s Gambit. The adventure is a masterful
example of the Call of Cthulhu system. The 1920s flavor is
remarkably well-done, and the horror builds steadily towards the
climactic scene. Spoony used each of the ingredients expertly,
and included a diverse set of scenes. The judges agreed, sending
Spoony onward into the finals, where he eventually took the
championship!
The Finals
The moment in which the Iron DM is chosen! Participants are
given 3000 words, six ingredients, and four bonus ingredients to
make their final adventure. Ramming in ten ingredients without
making them contrived is a task in itself. I’ve already mentioned
that Spoonybard took the prize here.
What’s given less attention is the runoff round. The losers from
the semi-finals have the option of submitting an entry with a
different set of ingredients. The winner of the round gains an
automatic +1 vote to their Round 0 entry the following year. It’s
not a huge prize, but can nearly guarantee they’ll have a spot
the following year.
An advantage to the runoff round is that it’s very low-stakes
compared to the championship. The worst that can happen is
that they lose – which they already have! Both entries reflect
that sense of freedom from consequences.

• AwesomeEllie’s Nazi Punks Frick Off was an absolutely amazing
read. Using the SIGMATA system (an elegant system, though an
emotionally rough setting), the adventure approached social
issues that are unfortunately long-lived, and becoming more
pressing today. Players fight back against a police state and deal
with the rhetorical games that both state actors and selfinterested bystanders play in that world. Ellie sets up a scenario
near the end of the game in which the party uses their signalinduced superpowers to save political prisoners from a death
camp. Like all of her entries, Ellie includes several references to
great music. She’s got a pretty vast knowledge on that front, and
it shows.
Ellie was beaten by her competitor in that round, but only by the
thinnest of margins. Be warned before viewing Ellie’s
competition: at least one person has complained of retinal
damage.

Image courtesy of Security Snail
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Journal of Sylrune Shadowkeep
By wodine
Journal of Sylrune Shadowkeep, Pathfinder, First Class
– Draft, Do Not Distribute –
19th of Gozran, during the Age of Lost Omens 4706
Run. Run faster. Must run faster. The meeting with the ogres did
not go well. They are coming, they are hungry, and they are
mad.
23rd of Gozran
I’ve hunkered down in an old, abandoned, overturned wagon –
the horses and crew long already raided and eaten by the ogres.
Hopefully the brutes won’t think to look at it again. Clutching my
handy bag, I’ve managed to salvage a few bits of ration, some
equipment, my tools, and of course my treasured journal. This
leatherbound notebook has traveled the lengths of Golarion, and
I won’t be losing it – the jungles of Mwangi couldn’t stop me and
a few dozen massive brutish ogres won’t either.
I am, however, so very tired. I know you want to know what
happened with the ogres, but perhaps I’ll just rest my eyes for a
moment…
[A large scratch mark of ink runs from the end of the sentence to
the bottom of the page]
24th of Gozran
There are ogre patrols still looking for me, and the others… I
hope there are others who managed to get away. But enough
about my hasty retreat; I need to document what we saw when
we arrived at the kingdom of the ogres.
When we had arrived at the city of the ogres, I was agog – my
jaw hung as I was dumbstruck by the greatness of it all. It was
built around two massive standing obelisks which rose to the
sky, presumably erected untold eons ago by the great cyclopean
peoples. They were far too massive for the ogres to lift – and
without the gifts of advanced engineering or magic, the only

possibility is their long-lost one-eyed cousins.
Around the two massive structures the ogres had built their own
structures and dug trenches, building a strange sort of city which
functioned well for the ogres and their goblin… servants? Slaves?
Food source? I am unsure of the power dynamics at play and
unfortunately, we were not welcome guests long enough to find
out.
The leaders of the community resided in several large yurts made
of animal skins stretched over large pieces of crudely shaped
lumber. All around the strange over-sized city, the ogres walked
with a strange purpose with which I am unaccustomed to seeing
them. While they often seem oafish and brutish when they are
raiding and killing the local populace – which is perhaps how you
and I best know them – here they walked with an almost selfpossessed certainty which made them seem confident and
altogether even more foreign to me. I remember one event
where I was forced to press myself against a wall as a large
rotund specimen walked past, dressed in robes which once would
have been considered the height of fashion in the Inner Sea
region. When his massive form “slid” past me, he excused
himself and lifted his giant belly with his hands to try to make
more room. A gentleman in the ogre lands, no doubt.
We were marveling at the fantastic works of the ogres when one
of our guides led us to the tent of one of the residing ogre
mages*. Entering the large tent-like structure was like walking
back into the fetid swamps of Mwangi. The smell assaulting our
nostrils nearly sent us all running back for the tent flap. There
was the natural smell of body odor, but also the stench of
excrement, hanging meat of unknown origin, and spices typical
of arcane and clerical incense. It was all magnified due to the
roaring fire, with copious hot stones which would be dunked into
water by several sweat-coated goblins. This kept the humidity in
the tent to an absurd degree, so much so that there were times it
was difficult to see the other side of the structure.
At this point, my memories begin to become cloudy and difficult
to decipher – I had not noticed at first but the goblins, in addition
to adding hot stones to water, were periodically dropping what
appeared to be handfuls of mushrooms into the fire – which I
assume is the cause of what happened next.
Barrett, one of our wagon masters, began to scream about the
presence of spiders, spiders all over his body and he began to
* Not the blue-skinned ogrekin known for its innate magical properties, but
rather a shaman of normal ogre lineage who had some skills at divination
and evocation, earning the title of mage.
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flail around and rapidly undress, in what I assume was an
attempt to dislodge the spiders. From where I was sitting, I saw
no spiders, though I should have suspected something was amiss
when I saw that everyone was outlined in a bluish hue. I thought
perhaps it was a faerie fire effect, but I digress.
The ogre laughed, his wide mouth filled with blackened and
yellowed teeth. He seemed to find it all very amusing until
Barrett screamed something about a massive spider trying to kill
us all and lunged for the ogre after drawing his sword. He drove
the blade deep into the surprised ogre’s belly before rending him
open like a filleted fish.
At this, all hell broke out through the camp very quickly. The
ogre and his goblin attendants screamed and before anyone in
the tent could react, the goblins were scattered throughout the
ogre city.
The sound of screaming and deep resonating bells echoed
through the city. I assumed an alarm, and members of our
caravan were shouting to get out. Things seemed to be going in
slow motion, and I couldn’t shake the strange glowing effect
which was affecting my vision, so I ran. I ran as fast as I could.
Everyone had scattered and there were ogres, goblins, and other
beasts bearing down on us.
I’m not proud of what I did next, but it is likely the only thing
that allowed me to survive. I summoned a swirling torrent of
arcane energy about myself and slipped through the aether,
appearing some 800 feet away, where I could hopefully slip away
into the darkness of the night – which is what I did. I turned
invisible and fled the town, leaving everyone else to their own
devices. I do not have the strength to fight an entire city of ogres
and if no one survived to tell of the city of ogres, all the loss
would be for naught – or at least, that is what I’ve been telling
myself as I run through the night, hiding under wagons and
behind trees while trying to justify my own cowardice. But if I
can just get back to the Pathfinder Society, perhaps someone can
return to see if anyone still lives… I couldn’t have been the only
one to get away. I just couldn’t have.
[There are no further entries in this journal of Sylrune
Shadowkeep]

RPG Spotlight: Monsterhearts
By Wynamoinen
Monsterhearts is one of the most popular systems built on the
Powered by the Apocalypse (PbtA) system. There have been a
few Monsterhearts games here on RPGX, and many more PbtA
games. I’m here to talk about Monsterhearts 2, its use of the
PbtA system, and how it integrates into play-by-post gaming.
Powered by the Apocalypse
PbtA is a broad framework designed to be tailored to a specific
genre and setting. It is a classic “rules light” approach to RPGs.
Its central principle is that mechanics exist to reinforce the
themes of the story. PbtA games skew towards social interaction.
It is not a system for combat simulation.
Each PbtA game has its own fairly narrow set of mechanical
actions, called “Moves”. You won’t get a huge list of diverse skills.
Dungeon World, the closest PbtA analogue to D&D, has just one
social skill, “Parley”. It’s a game focused on dungeon crawling,
and so most social situations involve exerting leverage over
enemies. Night Witches is a PbtA game about the women who
flew planes for the Soviets in WWII. They fight Nazis, as well as
discrimination and obstruction from their allies. One of the few
moves is “Scrounge”. That’s an important part of the story, so
there’s an accompanying mechanic.
Each PbtA game has a set of character types, or “Skins”. Each
comes with their own story and special mechanics. Many of
PbtA’s rules come packaged within your Skin. In Urban Shadows,
a gritty game of supernatural creatures in a modern city, the
Tainted is someone who literally sold their soul. Their demon
gives them powers, but it also encourages them to trample over
those weaker than themselves. They are often corporate
executives. Power corrupts; that’s their story.
What PbtA takes away in mechanical flexibility, it gives in
narrative control. Often, you can simply assert what NPCs do.
Many Moves are designed for that purpose. In PbtA, the GM
NEVER rolls dice! Players set the scene, place the movers and
dictate the tension. When it’s interesting to see whether NPCs
cooperate or not, the GM asks them to roll. Rolls are always 2d6
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plus a stat. Rolling 10 and above is always a success, rolling 7–9
is always a mixed success, and anything below is a failure. Moves
usually give you options for what happens when you succeed,
fail, or have a mixed success.
Monsterhearts flavor
Monsterhearts is about teenage (melo)drama. Monsterhearts
usually takes place “nowadays”. Most PCs are supernatural
monsters. As such, the game will likely involve bad behavior. If
you don’t like any of that, this particular version of PbtA won’t be
for you.
Monsterhearts is designed to tell coming-of-age stories. Who are
you, and where do you belong in this world? Monsterhearts is
about a time of fast and confusing change. Sometimes, you’ll get
things wrong. Being a teen is messy. You’re either going to learn
to behave like a reasonable adult human being, or you’ll live life
as an awful monster.
In Monsterhearts 2, the Moves are things like “Turn Someone
On”, “Lash Out Physically”, “Run Away”, and “Gaze Into the
Abyss”. These are things confused teens might do in response to
problems. Some Skins are the Vampire (a codependent lover who
literally drains someone’s life away), the Ghost (a loner who
drifts between social circles and desperately wants human
contact), and the Queen (a manipulative schemer who twists
others to achieve their own ends).
Starting Monsterhearts
In Monsterhearts, building the story is part of the process of
building a character.
First, you pick a Skin. Each Skin has a few options for their
special moves. You choose one of two stat blocks (stats are Hot,
Cold, Volatile and Dark), and check a few boxes to select your
moves. That’s it! The mechanical part of character creation takes
about a minute.
Your Skin will come with some “Strings”. These are connections
between characters. They represent pieces of backstory, and bits
of leverage that one PC holds over another. When you hand out
Strings, your character becomes connected to others, and you
need to build a story to justify those Strings. Every character has
2-4 Strings to distribute among the other players, creating a

dense web of interconnection and intrigue. Most Strings can be
the basis of a subplot for the game.
Next, you build a Homeroom. You’re highschoolers, and so you
need peers and classmates. Each player makes up a few NPCs,
and explains how they are related to others. The GM probes the
problems they might have, which PCs and NPCs they like or hate,
and why. This is worldbuilding! You’re creating history and
locations and storylines.
The game is now almost ready to begin. Your GM might make
some plotlines – it’s their game too! – but that’s not their
primary responsibility. The GM’s first job is to frame scenes by
thinking about the relationships and storylines to push on. Where
are there complicated triangles of conflicted relationships? Where
are there interesting questions to answer?
Monsterhearts gives the GM a list of principles to uphold, like
“embrace melodrama”, “make monsters seem human, and vice
versa”, and “give everyone a messy life”. The GM takes the
stories developed in character generation, and makes them a
mess. The PCs then deal, often poorly. That’s being a teenage
monster.
Sex and sexuality
I’ve mentioned the “Turn Someone On” move. Sexuality is an
important part of Monsterhearts. It’s an important part of being a
teen, and discovering who you are.
When PbtA thinks
something is
important, it gets a
Move. Each
Monsterhearts Skin
has a “Sex Move”
they use when they
do the deed. It’s not
what it sounds like!
The Vampire’s Sex
Move, for example, is
“lose all Strings on
that person”. Their
story is to be cold
and manipulative.
They lose power
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when they make an emotional connection.
This creates difficulties with RPGX’s PG-13 rating. To be 100%
clear: descriptions of sex, and many sex-adjacent activities, can’t
and shouldn’t happen on site! They will get you banned. I’ve
seen two approaches in response. One is “fade to black”. When
things get involved, we just draw the metaphorical curtains and
say “things then happened; moving on”. Alternately, I have seen
these moments re-framed as “Intimacy Moves” – it’s not the sex
that matters, it’s the act of making yourself vulnerable to another
human being. I think this is a great approach for the site, and
well within the spirit of the game.
A Move called “Turn Someone On” means that characters can be
turned on just about any time. Players need to be open to this. A
guiding principle of Monsterhearts is that we often don’t
understand and can’t control what we like. We can only control
how we respond. Orientation is a process, and a learning
experience. In practice, some GMs will really play up this aspect,
and some will tone it down. That’s something everyone’s table
will need to decide for themselves.
Play-by-post potential
Powered by the Apocalypse systems have a lot of appeal in a PbP
format. The simple mechanics, the lack of contested rolls or
complicated modifiers, the fact that you always immediately
know if a roll succeeds or fails, and the narrative control all
facilitate a streamlined experience. It’s almost impossible for
mechanics to get in the way of smooth continuation of the story.
Combat moves no slower than any other type of interaction.
One of PbP’s strengths, compared to live gaming, is the ability to
explore inner motivation. Monsterhearts leans into that.
Melodrama is built on big emotions, misunderstandings, dramatic
reveals, double-crosses, and the like. PbP lets you get in PCs’
heads to play up the drama. That said, we must always be
cautious to not lose ourselves in our own heads – role playing
games thrive on interaction, and PbtA is all about tying the PCs’
stories together.
A danger of RPGs, and PbtA in particular, is choice paralysis.
RPGs are so open, it’s hard to know what to do next. A story
driven by players relies on players taking control! If players are
too indecisive, or too deferential, the game can founder faster
than in other systems. You don’t have a module to lean back on.

Your character’s motivations and problems ARE the module. Outof-character coordination is especially important in PbtA.
Lessons for other systems
What if you don’t want to learn a new system, or you’ve already
had enough teen drama in your life? Does PbtA, or Monsterhearts
in particular, have anything to offer you?
Every PbtA game I’ve played requires you to mechanically link
your characters. While other systems don’t have the mechanic of
Strings, every character has a backstory (some might say, too
much backstory, but that’s a matter for another article …). Tie
your characters together early and often! In my D&D games, we
start with a “scene zero” where we establish ties. It gives you a
reason to be together, and a little spice of drama as the game
proceeds.
Many PbtA games have a simple list of GM principles.
Monsterhearts commands the GM to “give everyone a messy life”.
Urban Shadows tells the GM to “dirty the hands of all involved”.
These games have attitudes, and the systems promote that
attitude. What’s YOUR game’s attitude? How do you want it to
feel? What makes your world tick? What kind of a story are you
telling?
Make a list of five to eight principles – ways to reinforce your
game’s flavor. When you don’t know what to do, apply a
principle. Principles might be “life is joyfully absurd” or “everyone
is someone’s pawn” or “show the beauty in the mundane” or
“when something is destroyed, another thing is created”. The
ideas are endless. Principles give your game a consistent
personality.
There’s a similar lesson for players. Most PbtA Skins are designed
to tell a certain kind of story. Every character in every game
should have a story! Think bigger than “my parents were killed
by orcs”. What’s the arc you want to explore?
An interesting story is about where you are going, not where
you’ve been. An arc might be, “Civilization seeks to crush me. Do
I bend to it, or does it bend to me?” Or maybe, “How can I learn
to trust, when I’ve been betrayed so many times before?” Or, “I
grew up in peace, and that was destroyed. What am I willing to
do to create peace again?” Make that meta-story part of your
posting.
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As the game proceeds, your choices should change who you are.
Pose questions that you don’t know the answer to yet! You and
others will remain engaged with the character, interested to learn
the answer to those questions.
PbtA is never going to give you detailed simulation. In my
humble opinion, it gives you something better: a story. It makes
players work to create that story, but putting work into
something gives it meaning. If you want to explore interpersonal
issues in a teen melodrama, then Monsterhearts is perfect for
you! If not, there are something like a hundred other PbtA
options to choose from. Give one a try!

Volunteer Spotlight: RPGX NPSG GMs
Curated by Leviticus (with Chrystrom, Imveros, Raylorne,
Still_Pond, wodine, and Wynamoinen)

Spotlighting the volunteer efforts, motivations, and intricacies of
New Player Solo Game GMs.
There are so many ways to give back to RPGX. This issue
spotlights a few of our hard working New Player Solo Game
(NPSG) GMs. Thank you Chrystrom, Imveros, Raylorne,
Still_Pond, wodine, and Wynamoinen for taking the time to
respond to these questions.
1. How did you find your way to RPG Crossing and what
made you decide to volunteer as a NPSG GM?
Chrystrom: I found RPG Crossing (way back when it had
another name) through a Google search (did we have Google
back then?). I had been thinking about all the fun I’d had when I
was much younger playing RPGs, but I had nowhere to find a
tabletop group. So, I went out on the interwebs looking for a
place to get my fix and I stumbled into this disreputable place.
I decided to volunteer as a NPSG GM because I wanted to give
something back to this community. I had been helped out by
several senior members when I first showed up before there was
a NPSG, even having a GM run a game specifically for a group of

us new players. So when I heard about the NPSG, I decided that
would be a great way for me to pay back the time and effort
other people had put into me to teach me the ropes of PbP
gaming and how this site works.
Imveros: Zev actually messaged me directly. They’d noticed me
greeting all the newbies and asked if I was interested in taking
the next step toward settling in newbies.
I was a bit surprised at first, as I was just shy of the year
requirement, but as I’ve been doing it for a few years now, it
seems like that risk panned out for them.
As for before that, I’d considered it, as the NPSG was one of the
big reasons I stayed around long enough for the site to get its
hooks in nice and deep. Ion was also always pushing the Tug of
War players to give back because of what a pain we all were XD
I’d also be lying if I said the shiny gold dragon had nothing to do
with my decision.
Raylorne: I’m actually not sure what brought me here. I was
looking for a way to play D&D,
and some google searches brought me here I believe. It seemed
like a good way to combine my enjoyment of writing and playing
D&D. I had a great NPSG GM, and after some time here I felt
that joining the team would be a good way to contribute back to
this community.
Still_Pond: Back in ’04 I was up late and bored and thinking
about D&D. I knew people played on the world wide web, but
didn’t know where or how so I googled it and found
D&DOnlineGames.com. I got excited, made an account, chose a
“temporary” user name and then realized they didn’t play D&D in
real time, it was a slow process. I stuck around and grew to love
play-by-post.
For years I knew NPSG was a thing, but didn’t really know how it
worked or that I was even qualified to teach. In 2016 I decided
to try after they were actively recruiting volunteers. I felt more
comfortable as a GM and figured I could handle a 1st level
module alongside a team of other supportive GMs. I want to give
new players realistic expectations and a good foundation to work
from, something I didn’t have when I joined. It took me years to
learn some of what I, hopefully, can teach in a month or so.
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wodine: I started playing at RPGX when I moved for graduate
school – I had left my gamer group, some of whom I’d been
playing with since middle school, and I had a hard time finding a
new group at school. Instead of struggling to find new people
(which I did eventually, some three years later) I looked for an
online gaming experience and I stumbled onto RPGX – and that,
as they say, is that.
So, I decided to volunteer because I thought it would be a good
way to have a constant stream of games ... and I’ve taught
dozens of people how to RPG, so I thought it would be a good
way to give back to the community.
Wynamoinen: I’m a boring middle-aged dude who has kids and
moved away from gaming friends. I needed an outlet, and after
poking around some competitor sites, I decided that RPGX was
the true promised land of asynchronous gaming! I like to GM,
and I wanted to give back to the community, so once I’d
participated in a few site events and been around for a few
years, I volunteered to join.
2. What’s it like being an NPSG GM? What type of work
goes into it?
Chrystrom: It can be frustrating at times, but it is definitely
fun and rewarding. It can be frustrating because just like in any
other game, players just up and disappear on you and you don’t
know what happened or why they quit. It is fun because you get
to help a new player learn the game you love and learn how to
make this site work. It is very rewarding when I see one of my
NPSG graduates around the site, joining other games and
contributing to the community – that makes it worth being a
NPSG GM.
Imveros: I enjoy it quite a bit. The little side community of
NPSG GMs makes it a fun and
enjoyable experience. It’s also great to have the first look at the
site’s rising stars. I’m over 60 newbies in and they still
constantly surprise me with how they all tackle an identical set
of problems.
As for what goes into it: patience, lots and lots of patience.
When I joined I knew the Pathfinder side of things, just not the
PbP etiquette of the Crossing. That’s fairly average, but a small
chunk of users have zero experience with anything, and you

can’t take even the most basic concepts for granted.
On the mechanical side of things, we’ve graduated over 1000
students, so it’s quite the well-oiled machine by this point. The
other NPSG GMs are also more than happy to help with the
occasional curveball or rules question
Raylorne: It’s a rewarding experience being a NPSG DM. You get
to help newcomers to the game and/or medium, and sometimes
you get to see those members flourish on the boards afterwards.
It can be more or less work depending on the particular newbie,
but it’s mostly educational guidance. Sometimes you have to
teach somebody how to play from the ground up, and sometimes
new players just need to get familiar with the play-by-post
medium.
Still_Pond: It runs like a teachers’ co-op, where everybody gets
their own little classroom and Zevonian is the principal. Each GM
sets up their game space (classroom) as they choose and can
adjust the module as they like so long as it is close enough for
other GMs to pick up if needed. Setting up my “classroom” was a
lot of work, but that’s because of choices I made, like writing my
own info thread so it matched my specific game better and
because I could edit as needed. After the set-up was done, the
amount of work can be scaled by the number of games one takes
on. I’m a lightweight; I run one at a time these days, sometimes
two.
Running the game itself is pretty easy as much is pre-written.
There are three basic phases: character creation, the game itself,
and post-game wrap-up. What takes the most time for me is
teaching and explaining things. That is also the fun part, in my
opinion.
wodine: I like it. I like meeting new people and helping them
learn the game. It can be frustrating at times, usually when
people disappear; because it is geared towards new gamers to
the site, there is a pretty high dropout rate, which just comes
with the territory.
Most of the work is just being consistent and timely in your posts
– for example, I usually only update 3x a week maximum, even
if the player is faster, because one important lesson about PbP is
pacing.
There are other ways to volunteer as well. We’re actively
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expanding our NPSG base to try and foster a more diverse
gaming community; for example, we’ve recently expanded to
include Call of Cthulhu and a game I’m actually unfamiliar with
called Traveller.
Wynamoinen: It’s pretty low key. We’ve got a great supportive
community of GMs, and we have our own chat thread. Each
tutorial has two phases: one is setting up the character and the
other is playing a straightforward module. In character creation,
I just answer questions and provide feedback when asked.
One of my first activities every morning is making NPSG
updates. It usually doesn’t take more than 10–15 minutes to
tailor the pre-written content to the actual situation in the game.
Many new members will post daily, but some update two or three
times a week. So that’s how often I do my best to reply.
3. What’s your favorite part about Gming new players? Do
you have any particularly memorable moments?
Chrystrom: I enjoy getting the completely new players… new to
RPGs and PbP gaming. The wonder and excitement they bring to
a simple encounter, be it with an NPC or a fight against some
nasty critter, is just fun to watch.
Imveros: As mentioned above, I love seeing how different
people tackle the exact same set of challenges. My two most
memorable students took two drastically different approaches.
The first befriended every combat encounter and quite amusingly
– through a combo of roleplaying, spells, and the will of the dice
gods – attained my only full pacifist victory. They even wrote out
a fairly detailed plan in their epilogue to ensure everyone got a
happy ending.
The other talked to the final boss for three pages, liked the cut of
his jib/failed a lot of insight rolls, and then joined him in
conquering the hub town. It was all quite believable and was a
blast to role play with them.
Raylorne: My favorite part is when the new players actually
complete the whole module. It gives me hope they might stick
around the site, and possibly even join the CS club one day. Off
the top of my head, nothing stands out. There’s been a few
players over the years who’ve wowed me with their writing and
playing abilities. Some of them might even still be active

members. It’s been a while since I started, and I’m terrible at
tracking that sort of thing.
Still_Pond: Because I’ve run the same story over and over
again, my favorite moments are when a player does something
new or unexpected. It is like jazz: endless interpretations on the
same theme.
Many times, new players have all the knowledge they need, but
lack the confidence to apply to a public game. NPSGs are a good
way to build that confidence. It is fun to watch them grow. I like
it most when I’m able to answer questions. I feel like I’m really
helping someone understand what play-by-post is about and,
hopefully, love it like I do.
The game’s climax is a fun moment for me. We don’t always
make it that far as many players drop out. By the time we reach
that moment in the story, I can turn up the pressure in-game a
bit, which is fun. I can’t get into specific moments because of
spoilers.
wodine: My favorite part is when the player does something that
makes me have to reread the post in disbelief. I don’t want there
to be any spoilers but more than once I’ve had a player do
something that was just so wild, it really breathes life into the
occasional monotony of the process. I mean, when I did the
NPSG under the watchful guiding hand of Captain Devonin I was
not so creative.
Wynamoinen: It’s great to help them start exploring the
medium of PbP. Many of us are in a situation similar to me:
“traditional” gaming isn’t working, and so they want a new way
to play. They’re usually very thankful to have finally found a way,
and to get help in learning it. Whenever someone finishes it’s
also great. Many new members fall away (and that’s fine; the
NPSG is partly about learning if PbP is what you want). So when
someone finishes, it’s worthy of celebration. Even better if they
stick around the site afterwards.
A highlight is that one of my new players made it to Birched’s list
of most-RPXP’d posts of the year (it’s #4 for 2020). It’s secret,
as are all NPSG games. But the player took one of our stock
photos, drew his character in the same art style, and then
photoshopped the drawing into the image. The other GMs rightly
swarmed it with RPXP, and it rocketed up the charts. It was very
good.
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4. Do you have any advice for those considering
volunteering at RPG Crossing?
Chrystrom: Just jump in! Get involved! The more people we
have doing things like the NPSG, welcoming new players, writing
articles for Explosive Runes, or the many other ways you can get
involved (in other words, the more people we have helping build
our community here), the stronger, richer, and more dang fun it
will be.
Imveros: Go for it! It’s a well-oiled machine with a dedicated
group of fantastic GMs to help you over any bumps – and trust
me, there will be bumps. You just have to roll with the punches
and make sure you and your newbie are having fun.
The hardest lesson I had to learn was to not take the leavers
personally. When your completion rate is something like 35–40%
it’s hard to not blame yourself, but PbP isn’t for everyone and
that’s literally what the NPSG is for, testing the waters for new
users.
Raylorne: Do it! Volunteering one’s time is the easiest and most
rewarding way to give back to a community. We’ve got an
awesome community full of awesome people, and it wouldn’t be
so if people didn’t take their time to contribute. There’s countless
ways to give back here. Applying to become a NPSG DM is a
great opportunity to help coach our newer generation of
members, but there’s also judging the various contests like Post
of the Month, Outplay and Iron DM. There’s always something
that needs doing for people who take it upon themselves to help
out. The pay is terrible, but the moral rewards are great.
Still_Pond: Even having the option to have influence or to be
part of this space is a privilege.
I’ve never had a bad experience with any of the projects I’ve
helped on. Know yourself and your limits, then go for it!
wodine: Don’t…
…
…
I’m kidding…
Really, the most important thing is don’t stretch yourself too

thin. Think about your time and availability. Before you volunteer,
know whether or not you’re going to be able to keep your
commitment. It is easier to not have help than it is to expect
help and it never come. Don’t be a Denethor II. Be a Théoden.
Wynamoinen: I guess it would go something like “start small
and be willing to commit”. Just saying hi to people in the New
Member Introductions forum, or replying kindly to questions in
General Discussion, are a big boon to our community. Frankly,
“be kind” is a small thing that you can commit to. For many of
our regulars, RPGX is an oasis in the chaotic morass of the
internet. They come back here because it’s just a nice place to
have fun. Help to make it nice!
Also, you might not call this volunteering, but I will: you should
GM! The site always needs GMs. You’ll never know all the rules
perfectly, you’ll always feel a little uncertain about it. Jump in!
The pace of PbP makes it a perfect way to learn a system, and
how to GM it, as you play.
The next step up would be to volunteer to judge things like
Outplay or Post of the Month. We never have enough people
doing those things; we always need more. They also require
people to be reliable; those events keep running and so they
require commitment. Show you’re willing to commit (by doing
the things mentioned above) and it’s easier for us to bring you
on board.
Volunteering to do the NPSG is also great. If you want to help
out, reach out to Zevonian or chocoladevla or me. Though I do
have a small warning: we have a fairly fixed demand for the
NPSG services. It doesn’t always make sense to bring in more
GMs, when the ones we have ready to go aren’t hosting games.
Sometimes we ask volunteers to wait a few months, just because
we’re not always in dire need of help. We will definitely need help
at some point – GMs step away, and game requests sometimes
spike. But the need isn’t always immediate. So I’d ask NPSG
volunteers to be patient if we ask you to wait a little bit. It’s no
judgment upon you! Ten new players don’t need 50 GMs, is all.
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Two Men Talking in a
Tavern (oil on canvas),
Meissonier, Jean Charles
(1848-1917)

[Definitely not Admin
Dirk and wodine.]

Tavern Games

By Admin Dirk

Word Puzzles
Forgall, the famous dwarven fighter, has collected eight very
special gems through his adventuring career, and wants to leave
them to his children. At the current market prices, four are worth
5 platinum each; three are worth 10 platinum each, and one is
worth 25 platinum.
Forgall wants to distribute them evenly to his three children,
Agantha, Besitina, and Chuggmi. He manages to do it, so each
child gets the same value. Agantha got the fewest stones, and
Chuggmi got exactly three stones.
How did Forgall pull this off?

You are sitting at the Coliseum, awaiting the start of the next
round of gladiator games. You have just been picked to fight
against the tournament's champion, Marvak the Wizard.
Just then, Marvak comes into the room, and makes an offer.

"I am tired today, and don't really want to fireball you poor sap
out there. So I will make you a deal. If you are smart enough to
solve this puzzle, I'll throw the fight, and let you win today. But
you have to be smarter than me."
That sounded like a good deal, because Marvak was a five time
champion. As a wizard, he was hard to beat.
"Every day that I've won, I've used the money to buy a boat.
I've got five boats so far, and I've named them FENIX 9, GLAVI
56, YARCA 100, BOCDU 400, and SIIKU 2. If you don't solve this
puzzle, then I'll hold person or polymorph you today, and win my
sixth boat."
"What will that boat be named? DIVOY 20, SEVON 7, PĲRA 5,
NAXIR 11, or GIVET 13?"
Mavrak smiled. "Tell me what name I have chosen for today's
victory, and it can be your victory instead."

A man is caught poaching in the King's forest. He is brought
before the King to be punished.
The King is a cruel and evil man, and known for tormenting his
prisoners before punishing them. The king says, "I will let you
give one statement. If it is true, you will killed by lions. If it is
false, you will be killed by trampling of wild buffalo."
The poacher thinks, and thinks, and finally makes one statement.
When the King hears it, he is enraged. But, in the end, the King
has to let the man go.
What was the man's statement?

I have three special four-sided dice.
They have one letter on each side.
When I roll them together I get three random letters which I try
to rearrange into a word. In my eight goes so far I have made
the words:
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CAT, SON, POD, RIG, PEG, TAP, DIN, APE
What are the letters on each dice?

You are in a castle that has been surrounded by the enemy. The
leader of the enemy forces, Baron Mal, however, is known for
toying with his foes, like a cat playing with a doomed mouse.
I will let you send messages to your allies in the other kingdom,
Baron Mal tells you. But you must use ONLY my messenger. I do
guarantee, he will deliver your message, and any answers, until
your castle surrenders. The Baron laughs. But I cannot
guarantee he won't read the messages.
You agree. If you can get a message to the kingdom of Mahrovia,
you know they will rescue you with a surprise attack. But, if
Baron Mal knows they are coming, he will prepare for them, and
they won't be able to surprise him.
You know the messenger will have access to your message, and
that Baron Mal has the world's best codebreakers, so a cypher
isn't likely to work. Even if they don't understand it now, they
will in a matter of hours. You have to keep the messenger from
getting the message. Oddly, the Baron is paranoid about his own
security, and has no locksmiths in his kingdom.
So you put it in a box, and put a strong lock on it. That way, the
messenger can't intercept the message. But, your allies in
Mahrovia can't open the lock without a key, and you can't send
the key with the messenger, or he will use it to unlock the box.
But, you figure out how to do it, and send your message. Ten
days later, Mahrovia attacks the Baron, and rescues you.
What did you do to solve your dilemma of the message box?

You are trying to get out of the dungeon with all your treasure,
and you come to the last hurdle, a rickety old swinging bridge.
As your group of four adventurers approach it, you can hear the
gremlin hordes coming down the caverns, chasing you.
"The horde will be here in 17 minutes," Alphonse said. "We need

to cross this bridge and destroy it before they arrive, or anyone
on this side is dead."
"That bridge is not strong enough to carry more than two of us
at a time," Bartok said, pointing to the frayed ropes and rotting
boards. "If it collapses while we cross, we will die in the fall. And
it's too dark to try to cross without a light source, and we only
have one torch."
"Some of us are wounded, and can't move fast," Carlan said.
"You faster people, take the torch and go first," Carlan
continued. "The injured ones will only slow you down."
"No," Declan said. "We can all get across. Even with only one
torch, two people at a time, and injured warriors."
Alphonse takes a single minute to cross.
Bartok takes 2 minutes.
Carlan takes 5.
Declan takes 10 minutes
How do they all cross before the bridge collapses?

In the Shadow of Krugar
By dimitri domovoi with a forward by wodine
Forward: The fun thing about posting on our site is that
everything is there, somewhere (unless it is Explosive Runes
numbers 1 and 2, in fact I’m not convinced they ever existed)
forever. I thought it would be fun to take a look at the history of
our site. This is the very first winner of the RPGX (then
DnDonline) short story competition. It was originally slated to be
published in ER but if it ever was I couldn’t find a record of it, so
happy belated publishing contest winner!
Fear not dear reader, you are in for an oldie, but a goodie.
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So Jerard found the book, after all, and he knows where I am
headed. And still, he is too late.
In many ways, those few brave militiamen who had left their
homes to face Rakshal's army would never leave this battlefield.
Their slain bodies, however, would. They had been a small but
determined band of farmers, armed with common tools or bronze
weaponry, who had come together from all the towns their Lord
Ordan lay claim. That Ordan, a decrepit paladin who still clung to
empty oaths and archaic castes, was not present at this battle
did not seem to dampen the scared – and yet brave – spirits of
these commoner-warriors. They totaled perhaps a thousand,
perhaps more, and represented the greater half of all the men
and women in this region. They had fought bravely, Rakshal
thought abstractly, and had died fighting for something they
treasured. Something as simple as a home. He had once been
told that the less someone had, the harder they would fight to
retain it.
Staring down from his tent, perched atop a massive crag that
shot out of the Kruger and overlooked the entire valley, and
watching as his troops marched from body to body – often
butchering and dismembering as they went – he wondered how
hard someone who fought for nothing would try. Perhaps they
would not try at all. He frowned, wondering if this battle – trifling
though it was – which had been fueled by these humans love,
would prove more challenging then whatever might Ordan had
mustered behind his high walls of stone. The thought displeased
him and, focusing on a pile of corpses several urgoth were
staking, waved his hand.
“Master, the ravens have foretold a coming storm. A storm that
will blanket this valley in ice and snow.” The creature who spoke,
for he could no longer be considered a man – though a man he
had once been – stepped from the shadows near the back of the
massive tent. His nearly-cloven feet were bare, so deformed no
boot was comfortable or necessary, and crunched against the
thick snow below. Rakshal made a snorting sound in response
and waved his hand again.
“Information like that,” Rakshal began darkly, his voice like a
falling rock against shale, “makes me wonder why I keep you
alive, Targis.” This made the third inhabitant of the tent, a
massive feral clad in armor, laugh loudly. Rakshal had obviously
not intended his words as a joke. The feral, a warrior known as

Belraius, kicked snow at the pathetic Targis and laughed harder
as the creature shrinked away – but Rakshal's angered voice
silenced him. “The weather will do as I say!” He bellowed, spit
falling from his mouth as he erupted in anger, turning back into
the tent and pointing a bony finger at both. Even the might of
Belraius was quelled by such an outburst; more lives had ended
by that finger than any against the feral's axehead. After a
moment Rakshal seemed to regain his composure and turned in
disgust from his servants, waving his hand in the air again. “Your
omens,” he began again, this time calmly, “are meaningless to
one such as myself, Targis. I created you to advise me on the
lands of these humans, not on such a palpable force as the
weather.”
“Of course, Master.” Targis words slid out his tongue like oil, his
tongue seemingly too large for his gruesome mouth. “I am
humbled by your might, Master.”
“Enough,” Rakshal ordered, knowing it would go on like that until
he put a stop to it. “How far is Ordan's keep?” Targis hobbled
closer to the entrance of the tent and peered out, the pain of the
cold obvious on his face.
“A day, Master, not more. To waste so many troops in an open
conflict...” Targis' buggy eyes scanned the massacre below and,
for the life of him, could not see a patch of snow on the ground
still white.
“They weren't sent by Ordan,” Belraius growled, his beast tongue
struggling to pronounce the complex sounds of their speech.
“They were volunteers trying to buy the forces in D'Narth more
time...”
“Whatever their purpose, they only served to strengthen our
forces,” Rakshal mused and waved his hand.
“Ordan's walls are high, Master, and his forces are well trained.
He has many warriors, Master, and he knows we are coming.
Ordan is old, Master, but he is no fool. And if he is in
communication with the Human, he may know...”
“Jerard is not our concern, the only thing he has done is inform
these fools their death is near. He cannot influence the outcome
of this battle.” Rakshal was absolute when he spoke and waved
his hand again.
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“What if he knows about the chalice?” The words seemed to pop
out of Targis without thought and hung ominously in the air
between him and his master. Fear began to spread across Targis
face as Rakshal slowly turned, incredulously, to look upon his
servant. Belraius shuddered slightly, anxious to see the mage
destroy the annoying cretin. But the blow never came.
“That,” Rakshal began, voice thick with the rage barely being
contained, “is impossible. And it shall never be spoken of again.”
“Of course, my liege.” Targis bowed awkwardly, hindered by his
knotted back, and slunk backwards from his master's steady
gaze. Belraius crossed his arms, chain mail rattling as he did, and
spoke.
“What will you have me do with the humans we have captured,
Rakshal?” Only one dared not address the mage with some
honorific, only one did not grovel and whimper at his unnatural
appearance. Belraius was that one, a feral-born no less – and
Rakshal cringed whenever the warrior used his name. He allowed
it, however, because Belraius understood their relationship and
Rakshal knew Belraius was his slave and none other. Besides
there were names for those who stood against the warrior, and
all those names belonged to soldiers filling the undead contingent
of their ranks. Few ever dared to challenge Belraius in combat.
When they did, there is always one less.
Rakshal turned to look again out towards the battlefield below
and considered the warrior's question. He waved his hand and
watched, as below several still beings stirred and slowly rose to
their feet. The sun was beginning to dip below the Krugar
Mountains to the west and turned the sky above them a hazy
red. He waved his hand again, more rose. The stronghold of
D'Narth was more than a day's march through the snow-laden
valley, where Rakshal knew Ordan and his Royal Guard would be
waiting, ready. But they couldn't possibly be ready for what
awaited them, and like all the others they would fall. And his
ranks would swell.
Belraius shifted his weight and coughed into his gauntlet-fist.
“What would you have me do?” Rakshal knew what the creature
wanted and felt a desire to deny him, if only out of spite. But the
humans meant nothing and Belraius needed to be kept appeased
if he were to continue his service to Rakshal. The mage did not

enjoy the creatures barbarism, he did not share his taste for
flesh or love of the ritualistic. But Rakshal was a monster of one
sort, and Belraius another – and together they were going to
burn all of Domina. He nodded slowly at the warrior and turned
back to the battlefield, waving his hand again. Belraius turned
and left the tent without a word. It would be a long night, he
knew, and then the real battle would begin. He found the
captured humans where he left them – bound and bloodied,
perhaps thirty in all. Another dark grin, full of meaning, crossed
the feral's face. These few would steel him against the coming
battle against Ordan - but he rejoiced for other reasons as well.
With a shudder, not from the cold but from excitement, he began
his bloody work.
Their cries only died with the dawn.

Adventure Briefs

By wodine

The Forgotten Graveyard
The rusted gate of this forgotten place hangs open and the air is
filled with the stench of decay and wet earth. A statue stands
just beyond the entrance, her wings broken and her face blank. A
plaque of tarnished bronze reads, “Angel Cemetery” in the old
language – but no angels can be found in these ruins.
Gravestones long forgotten lay toppled, and wooden markers
have begun to rot away. Two buildings dot the landscape, though
they have fared the test of time no better than the rest of the
graveyard.
Gordon’s Shack: This small one room ramshackle home, is
barely able to keep the rain out, but someone calls it home. The
floor is dirty and a rancid soul milk odor fills the air and never
quite fades. Gordon ekes out a meager existence here. At least
he keeps any more undesirables from taking up residence.
Sibelius Mausoleum: This once proud and cared for Mausoleum
has fallen into disrepair just like the rest of the graveyard. The
once white marble stonework has faded to yellow with streaks of
green algae growing along the facade. Ivy wraps around the
lion’s head stonework that has been smoothed by age. Extending
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into the ground, it houses the former noble family of Sibelius,
and ancient warriors who defended their town which has grown
into a sprawling city.
Notable Folk:
Gordon Litman (NG male human fighter/rogue) Gordon tends the
graveyard, but he’s no gravedigger. This graveyard had been lost
to time and memory long before he moved in, but there was an
empty shack – and he likes to be left alone.
Hooks:
The Silbelius Mausoleum has recently been broken into and the
spirits of the warriors buried there can no longer be at rest. The
PCs find themselves haunted by strange whispers and dreams
leading them to the Mausoleum, where they find the entire tomb
has been desecrated.
Gordon’s dead, half consumed corpse lays on the ground, flies
and maggots all over it. Posed as though it had been reaching for
the gate before succumbing to his wounds, the most disturbing
part of the find are the teeth marks covering the legs, they look
almost…human. Unfortunately, a pack of ghouls has moved into
the Mausoleum and they have begun feasting on the long dead
corpses, and anyone else they can sink their poisoned claws into.

The Burning Skull
There, lost in the ruined remains of a long dead wizard’s cache
was a skull engulfed in flames that were hot to the touch but
didn’t scorch the nearby wood. No life existed in the skull, it
responded to neither pokes nor prods, and it didn’t speak or
laugh, it only burned with unnatural flame. The room itself looked
as though it had seen the roughest parts of an explosion of
magical energies. Books and scrolls cover the floors, the
bookshelves lay barren and empty. Something sinister must have
happened here, but what – and when?
The Skull: Upon closer inspection the skull itself is humanoid,
but it has a series of runes carved into the frontal bone. The
language is forgotten and meaningless, but the meaning is clear.
It is the cause of the fire, but still there is no reason. The flame
burns but does not conflagrate, or the books would have burned

long ago. A strange ornament perhaps, or something more
sinister?
The Lost Library: The skull resides in the library of a long dead
wizard who once terrorized the countryside. Not on purpose but
the mere presence of such a strange individual brought great
misery and the occasional boon to the locals. Even today they
still tell ghost stories about the wizard who haunts the hills,
steals children, and grants boons to the those desperate enough
to ask for his help.
Hooks:
For a low level or low magic setting simply the retrieval of a
constantly burning skull can be a difficult task. How will they
transport it without burning themselves? What sort of mystic
backlash will it unleash? What sinister, hooded individual found in
the back of a near empty tavern is paying them to retrieve such
a cursed thing?
The forgotten wizard
Marbertrix has been
stirring yet again. The
locals have reported
strange lights in the
vicinity of his old library,
missing livestock, there
are even reports of
missing children. The
ghost waits for a group
of worthy creatures to
come and claim the skull
so that he can finally
rest in peace. His skull,
is firmly buried under
the tower with the rest
of his body, so the
question remains, whose
skull is it?
Title: Vanitas still life. Date: 1646.
Institution: Rĳksmuseum.
Provider: Rĳksmuseum. Providing
Country: Netherlands. Public
Domain
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Against Backstories
By Wynamoinen
I hate to be the bearer of bad news, dear player, but that lush
2600-word backstory you just dropped into your last application?
No one read it.
OK, MAYBE your GM read MOST of it. Maybe.
You poured hours of creative effort into that thing, and now it sits
inert. That’s bad. This is because the “backstory” section of
applications are mostly bad. I’m against backstories.
My argument
Backstories are a treasured tradition on RPGX. We’re writers and
creators. I get it – people love these things. I can feel the
collective blood pressure rising when I take a swipe at The
Backstory. I don’t expect this essay is going to make me more
popular. But I swear I’m not trolling you here. Let me explain
where I’m coming from. I hold these truths to be self-evident:
1) Our games are a shared story. You can write a story by
yourself without RPGX. Try it – it can be great! But RPGs are
games. They work by playing together. PbP is collaborative
writing.
2) RPGs flourish based on character interaction. Your GM will
create NPCs to interact with. Your fellow players have each
crafted a unique and interesting character. All of you are working
together to tell an interesting story. It’s sometimes said that
games should be “feral” – that is, RPGs should be beyond the
control and plans of any one of you. They should be
unpredictable and exciting. Interaction is central to keeping
things feral.
3) Differences in personality and perspective drive interesting
interactions. When characters see things from different
perspectives, or approach problems with different strategies,
things get complicated and interesting. There’s a reason why the
typical game on-site isn’t a solo game. More characters with
more interactions add more spice to the game.
4) Most backstories are retrospective; they don’t tell the reader

what the character is like NOW. “The Backstory” rarely tells the
reader who the character IS. They only describe who the
character WAS. Backstories rarely build relationships with
characters. Backstories rarely give a sense of personality.
Backstories rarely give a sense of perspective. Backstories rarely
give a sense of how the character is perceived by others.
Backstories often fail to guide and create interaction.
My first three “truths” add up to say that anything you can do to
foster dynamic, unpredictable interaction makes a game more
interesting. The fourth “truth” is where the failure lies.
Interaction comes when your GM and the other players have
access to hooks that allow them to integrate into your character’s
story. Interactions are connections. Connections give characters
something to DO together. One of your first and most important
jobs in building a character is finding reasons for other players to
connect to you. Most backstories don’t do this.
For the purpose of the collaborative writing exercise that we call
RPGs, most backstories are bad.
The Bad Backstory
Backstories are bad to the extent that they are self-serving and
self-indulgent. Too many backstories are about the writer and not
about the game. When the prospective reader senses that the
backstory is self-centered (or too obsessed with making
reference to pre-written canon lore; don’t even get me started
there), the prospective reader won’t read it; it’s not useful to
them and their character. At that point, the backstory is dead and
inert. Too many backstories are inert.
The quality of your writing is probably good! I’m consistently
impressed by the writing on this site. A Bad Backstory has
nothing to do with the quality of the words on paper. It’s the
purpose of a backstory that makes it bad. When your backstory
is pages of historical events, written in isolation over the course
of nights and nights of effort, you are in grave danger of writing
a Bad Backstory. If the content is not going to get used in the
game, it’s pointless from the perspective of PbP gaming.
This is why the “my family was killed by orcs so now I adventure”
backstory is so universally derided as a Bad Backstory. It’s not
because it’s an overused trope. Listen, dear reader: you and I are
nerds on the internet playing RPGs. We’re all an overused trope
of one sort or another! The “orcs” backstory derided because it’s
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meaningless. It’s an excuse to play a blank slate. It offers almost
no leverage in the game itself.
A six-page version of “my family was killed by orcs” is almost
certainly worse than the six-word version. The six-word version,
at least, gets read by others. The six-page version? Don’t hold
your breath.
Even the simple addition of “the orcs wore red sashes; now I
single-mindedly hunt down red sashes of all types” gives other
people something to work with. You’re single-minded. People will
notice that; you’re probably no fun at parties. You hate red
sashes. That’s a quest. It also frames up possible
misunderstandings; that’s great for storytelling! What if the
viscount’s daughter wears a red sash sometimes? Now you’re
starting to give the GM and other players something to connect
with.
If you insist… the Good Backstory
I’d personally be happy if no application ever again asked for a
“backstory” section, but I know that will never happen. What I
really want to provoke is some thoughtfulness about how your
backstory serves the public good – the game! – rather than your
own indulgences. We all become better players when we nudge
our on-site activities towards more interaction.
Let me repeat: PbP RPGs are collaborative writing. Everything
you do should be geared towards that collaboration. Your
character is a set of tools to engage in interaction. Give everyone
in the game – the GM, other players and yourself – something to
work and interact with. A good PbP backstory gives every reader
a sense of how a character will interact going forward. It tells us
about personality, quirks, odd opinions, and moral blindspots. It
tells us about interests and enemies. It tells us about dynamic
character, not static lore.
There are lots of good models out there. Many games on-site
nowadays build a “scene zero” into the campaign. There, players
establish relationships, connections and factions; they state all
sorts of ways that characters relate to the game world and to
each other. That’s great! It’s a backstory-generating tool that
focuses on the relevant moving parts. If you know you’re going
to have a deep scene zero, it’s often counterproductive to have a
detailed, isolated pre-written backstory. You could put yourself in
danger of contradiction.

So dial back the initial backstory. You can just build a backstory
as you play! Backstory can be improv, making up details as it
becomes necessary or interesting. Part of the spontaneous joy of
improv is the challenge of remembering what information came
first, keeping what comes later consistent with past creations,
and rationalizing any apparent contradictions or tensions.
Many Powered by the Apocalypse (PbtA) games have
relationships built into the core mechanics of the game. You are
required to establish relationships FIRST, and then you tailor the
story of your character around those relationships. How did the
relationship start? Where do you meet? How do you both relate
to some NPC?
A major value of this system is that it centers interaction inside
the backstory. The interaction is where the fun comes from (see
my second “truth”). Use this insight in other systems.
Collaborate with other players from the very first minute.
If your GM has information about their game world in the ad, you
absolutely MUST use that info in your backstory! You’re
interacting with the world, and the world will interact back. Lore
can be a useful lever – create two PCs who are connected to the
same faction, or who are on opposite sides of a factional dispute.
It boosts your chance of getting accepted, when you take the
game world “seriously”. The point, however, is not to show off
about how much you know. The point is to create engagement
and dynamism once the game starts.
No can can or should stop you from writing the 15-page
backstory of your dreams. I wouldn’t want them to. You should
write whatever gives you joy to write. But you don’t have to
share it with anyone else. Those private write-ups can be
powerful tools to inform your Good Backstory. A Good Backstory
is one that influences the course of the game, as the game is
played. If you need to share a backstory, make it Good. If you’re
a GM asking for backstories, ask for Good ones. You’ll all have
more fun in your games, you’ll get more interaction, and people
will actually read what you write!
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A Heroic Defense of Backstories
By wodine
Who doesn’t love a good backstory?
Well apparently, Wynamoinen.
But maybe Wyn doesn’t know a good backstory, since they don’t
read them – or so their argument would have you believe.
My counter-argument
I don’t consider the backstory important because it is a sort of
tradition, or because it’s the way things are done. I argue in
favor of the backstory because, as a DM and as a player, it gives
me a way to ground my character in the reality of the world from
which my organic characters or NPCs can grow.
Creating a compelling character is like raising an orchid. It starts
with the right soil. It requires a proper pH, good nitrogen
content, a dash of phosphorus, the right amount of water and
carbonate; from that fertilized soil, a right and proper seedling
can begin to grow. Then with love, care, and devotion a beautiful
flower can develop. But where would you be with the right soil?
Deadplantsville, that’s where.
1) A shared story still requires a foundation, and that backstory
provides a foundation of information that everyone can draw
from. Like a lot in a community garden, everyone can tend their
own plant, but the garden is all the same.
2) I concur with my esteemed colleague that interaction is
imperative to a compelling game, whether the PCs are interacting
with each other or with NPCs. However, I contend that a
backstory only serves to provide additional material from which
to pull information from. It gives you a sense of who the
character is or was, and can outline mannerisms, traits, histories,
looks, and personality that may not necessarily be in an
immediate post. Especially if archived where someone can easily
locate the information – in a long-running game it can be difficult
to remember when a piece of information was conveyed, but if it
is with all the backstories, it can be easily located.
3) Having a backstory in no way limits interaction – it improves

it! My dearest Wyn seems to be going on about self-indulgent
players which is a problem in itself and does not directly relate to
backstories as a whole. Don’t blame a lack of teamwork on
backstories. If your players aren’t working together and
interacting there are ways to encourage that without eliminating
a useful tool.
4) “One of your first and most important jobs in building a
character is finding reasons for other players to connect to you.
Most backstories don’t do this.” This may sound capricious and
cruel, but – get better backstories. Wyn’s obsession with lack of
quality in his backstories seems to be convoluted with
backstories themselves. If you buy a cheap knock-off item and it
breaks, do you blame the item or the craftsmanship? Who
someone was is imperative to understanding who someone is!
We are the sum of our experiences and showcasing someone’s
most formative events can tell you more about who someone is
than a dozen posts of them talking in a tavern. A backstory that
doesn’t show a character’s truth, and doesn’t give players and
DMs alike a font of roleplay elements, is a bad backstory – but
that isn’t the backstory’s fault, it is the author’s.
The Bad Backstory
Yes, bad backstories are bad. I’m not about to argue that point. I
disagree with Wyn’s definition of bad – a bad backstory is boring,
trite, and useless. Just because it is long-winded and isn’t used
in the story immediately, doesn’t make it bad. Does it help
solidify your character in your mind’s eye? Does it demonstrate
the personality of the character and allow them to grow? Then it
has a purpose, even if your DM doesn’t read it – and they
should, they really should.
The Good Backstory
A good backstory builds a layer of details that can help a
character, a party, and the story flourish. That’s the requirement.
Now, there are a few givens required for that to happen. It has
to be at a decent reading level (let’s say the industry standard at
a 5th grade reading level, I kid you not); it has to be clear
enough that people understand what you’re writing. But the goal
of any backstory is to aid your organic character growth.
On a personal note, when I’m reading my PC’s backstories – and
I read every application to my games – my favorites are the
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ones that let me experience the PC. Wyn is right though, I don’t
need an in-depth historical accounting of the PC’s actions. A few
formative events for reference is nice, but what I want is the
sensory information. What smell does the PC remember when the
orc slid its fell blade through their father? What did the seething
rage feel like as it bubbled over? Did the orc have any specific
traits like a sixth finger on his left hand? That’s a useful detail.
But do I need to know a play by play of growing up as a
shepherd for fifteen years?
No, that can be glossed over in a sentence. Unless, of course,
you decide to specialize in transmutation with a sheep polymorph
for… reasons.
I think backgrounds do more good than harm, but I agree that,
like any tool, they can be overly relied upon and misused. I trust
them to serve as a foundation and a guide to the players and a
source of inspiration for the DM. Of course, all my
recommendations have the same caveat: do what works for you
and your players, and have fun.

Solutions

By Admin Dirk

Contains spoilers

Agantha got the 25 gem
Chuggmi got two gems worth 10, and one worth 5
Bestina got one stone worth 10, and three stones worth 5.

Naxir 11. Remove all the letters that are NOT Roman Numerals
and you will find the remaining letters match the number at the
end of the name.

The poacher said "I will be killed by wild buffalo."

The letters on the three dice are:
CNPR AGDS EIOT

Send the message in a box with the lock to Mahrovia. Tell
Mahrovia to put their own lock on the box, and send it back to
you.
Mahrovia sends this box with the 2 locks back to you, you unlock
your lock and send it back to Mahrovia again.
So there is just Mahrovia's lock on the box and they can now
open it, read your message, and rescue you.
A and B cross first using up 2 minutes
A comes back making it 3 minutes
C and D cross making it 13 minutes
then B crosses back over making it 15 minutes
And finally A and B cross together to make it 17 minutes!
An alternative solution:
A and B cross first using up 2 minutes
B comes back making it 4 minutes
C and D cross making it 14 minutes
then A crosses back over making it 15 minutes
And finally A and B cross together, also for a total of 17 minutes.
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Are you an avid writer?
Community Supporter?
Connoisseur of games?
Master of puns?
Would be interviewer?
Lover of all things wodine?
Budding or accomplished artist?
Interested in giving back to to the RPGX community?
An Elder thing?
Something else entirely?
Whatever the case may be, ER needs you!

If you are interested in contributing writing (stories,
interviews, adventures, gaming supplements, poetry, etc…)
to Explosive Runes the instructions can be found in the
Library forum, or you may contact wodine or any contributor.
If you are interested in contributing artwork to Explosive
Runes we are currently looking into ways to make that
process easier, if you have artwork your would like to
contribute or suggestions for how to ease along that
process, please contact wodine directly.
Thank you for reading, and happy gaming!

